The parallel robot for semi-physical simulation platform of space docking mechanism is taken as the structure model, by treating each sun-chain of the parallel robot as a joint-link train, thus the error model in which structural parameter errors are considered is established from the kinematic equations and the loop properties of parallel structure. The error model is verified by computer simulation, and the results indicate that the error model established in this paper can approximately report the changing trend of the actual pose errors in the case where the parameter errors are small enough.
Introduction
The semi-physical simulation platform of space docking mechanism is one of the main ground test equipments for study of docking mechanism, which simulates the docking dynamic procedure between two spacecrafts from at the beginning of impacting, and assesses the capturing, bumping and correcting ability of the docking mechanism. The semi-physical simulation platform [1] is composed of docking mechanism products, measuring system, control system and executive mechanism.
The parallel robot is one of the most pivotal equipments in the semi-physical simulation platform, and the precision of the semi-physical simulation platform is determined by its pose error. So it is significant to enhance the simulation precision by improving pose accuracy of the parallel robot.
Kinematic model of the parallel robot
This section describes the parallel robot, as shown in Fig. 1 , and its kinematics model. The robot consists of two rigid bodies, the base and the mobile platform, connected by 6 legs. The leg linear actuator provides 6 degree of freedom for the platform pose relative to the base, corresponding to position P and rotation matrix R. A pose X=[P, R] is associated to 6 length variations l i measured by internal leg sensors, i=1, …, 6.
Each leg is attached to the base by a hook joint and to the platform by a hook joint; so 23 parameters are required to model each leg. But as shown in [2] , the principal source of error in positioning is due to limited knowledge of the joint centres and to the fact that part of the length is not given by the sensors. We thus use a simpler model with attachment point's a i in the mobile frame, b i in the reference frame, and offset lengths l 0,i . This gives 7 parameters per leg, therefore 42 overall, denoted by ρ.
Inverse kinematics
The inverse kinematics problem of the parallel robot deals with calculating the leg lengths when the pose is given and the kinematics parameters are known. In effect, it is a mapping from global pose to local leg transducer readings. The inverse kinematics of a parallel robot is simple, yielding a nonlinear closed form solution.
The vector chain in Figure 1 can be expressed as
The length of leg i can then be determined by taking the magnitude of (1).
And the leg length sensor reading can be obtained by 
Forward kinematics
For the parallel robots, the forward kinematics is difficult to compute since it consists in solving (1) for P and R given li and ρ. Define the vector function to describe the difference between the estimated sensor reading ( i s ) and the actual sensor reading ( i ŝ ). 
6) Solve for the update δX from JδX=-f (7) If δX T δX<tolerance2, exit with X as the solution (8) update X by X=X+δX and go to step 2 In steps one, an initial pose vector X must be guessed. This is usually taken as the last pose of the mobile platform. In step two, the estimated length can be computed with the inverse kinematics.
Step three and four are straightforward, with f formed through (4) and tolerance1 being the allowed error in the pose calculation. The partial derivatives required in step five can be computed.
Step six involves a 6 by 6 matrix inversion to calculate δX, and then in step seven, the norm of δX is tested to see if the update is significant. If the update is considered significant, then the algorithm repeats from step two with the update pose vector.
Error model of the parallel robot
Due to manufacturing tolerances and assembly errors, all hook joints are imperfect-their axes neither intersect nor are perpendicular to one another. As such, joint centres in actuality do not exist and the axes of the actuators are skewed to joint axes. An error model that accommodates these error sources is needed in order to develop a calibration method that greatly enhances the parallel robot accuracy performance.
Pose errors description of a joint-link chain
A joint-link chain is defined as a set of consecutive structure elements starting from the centre of the base and going to the centre of the mobile platform through one of the links. Kinematically, a joint-link chain can be modelled by a set of consecutive transformations from the coordinate frame O-XYZ to the coordinate frame o-xyz, as illustrated in Figure 2 . Seven transformations are used to model each joint-link chain in order to express the pose of the end-effector with respect to the base coordinate frame: 
where each column of the Jacobian J i describes the influence of one error source on the end-effector errors.
Displacement error model of the joint
The joint displacements in the passive joints Ai and Bi are dependent displacements; as a result, the displacements errors in these joints are also dependent errors. Knowing that the end-effector errors are identical for all 6 joint-link chains, all dependent errors can be expressed starting from the following equations: 
Next, the 5 equations (4) 
Pose errors determination of the parallel robot
The matrix J* is a 30×48 size matrix, which can be subdivided into 6 sub matrices of 5 rows; each sub matrix represent the error Jacobian of dependent errors from one joint-link chain related to the 
Computer simulation
In this section, the error model derived above is verified by computer simulation. The procedures are described in detail in [3] . The simulation results are shown in Fig. 3 . 
Conclusions
The parallel robot for semi-physical simulation platform of space docking mechanism is taken as the structure model, by treating each sun-chain of the parallel robot as a joint-link train, thus the error model in which structural parameter errors are considered is established from the kinematic equations and the loop properties of parallel structure. The model can be used to evaluate the pose accuracy. The research provides an essential theoretical basis for improving the pose accuracy of the parallel robot in the future.
